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Introduction

CA SEGUNDO
1 STYLE
Regular
DESIGNED BY
Stefan Claudius, 2014
The inspiration for this font came from a wall-writing in
Cuba. At first glance we thought: “There is something wrong
with the wall-writing.” But a closer look revealed, that it just
mixed up different stroke-styles.
That “feature” became the designing principle behind CA
Segundo: round characters like O, U or C are available either
with a fat or a thin stroke, whereas other characters with
orthogonal lines come in two different styles – uppercase
characters emphasize the vertical strokes, while lower
cases emphasize the horizontal strokes.
This gives you the opportunity to design just while you type.
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CA SEGUNDO (10 / 13 pt)
A man without love’s only half of a man. But
a woman is nothing at all. I’m drinking champagne feeling no pain till early morning. She
tries hard to hide. Dining and dancing with every pretty girl I can find. So little expected.
Having a fling with a pretty young thing till
early morning. Too often neglected, knowing tomorrow I’ll wake up with you on my mind.
A woman stripped of her pride. Guilty conscience i guess though i must confess. Always so careful not to cry. I never loved you
CA SEGUNDO (13 / 15 pt)

A man without love’s only half of
a man. But a woman is nothing at
all. I’m drinking champagne feeling no pain till early morning. She
tries hard to hide. Dining and dancing with every pretty girl I can
find. So little expected. Having
a fling with a pretty young thing
till early morning. Too often neglected, knowing tomorrow I’ll
wake up with you on my mind. A woman stripped of her pride. Guilty
CA SEGUNDO (18 / 20 pt)

A man without love’s
only half of a man. But a
woman is nothing at all.
I’m drinking champagne
feeling no pain till early
morning. She tries hard
to hide. Dining and dancing with every pretty
girl I can find. So little
expected. Having a fling
with a pretty young thing
till early morning. Too
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